Nanoisozymes: Crystal-Facet-Dependent Enzyme-Mimetic Activity of V2 O5 Nanomaterials.
Nanomaterials with enzyme-like activity (nanozymes) attract significant interest owing to their applications in biomedical research. Particularly, redox nanozymes that exhibit glutathione peroxidase (GPx)-like activity play important roles in cellular signaling by controlling the hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) level. Herein we report, for the first time, that the redox properties and GPx-like activity of V2 O5 nanozyme depends not only on the size and morphology, but also on the crystal facets exposed on the surface within the same crystal system of the nanomaterials. These results suggest that the surface of the nanomaterials can be engineered to fine-tune their redox properties to act as "nanoisozymes" for specific biological applications.